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Aniksiptadhurena ca bodhisattvena 
"and Aniksiptadhura B~dhisattva."~ 

In the Sanskrit version of the Amit~bha Siitra (the Sukhavativyiiha 
Siitra), the third of the concluding Bodhisattvas named in the 

description of the Assembly is the Bodhisattva Aniksiptadhura, but 
in the Chinese translation by Dharma Master Kumarajiva, only 

two Bodhisattvas are named instead of three. The first named is a 

Chinese transliteration of Gandhahastin Bodhi~attva,~ and the 

second name is a translation into Chinese of Nityodyukta 

Bodhisattva as Ever V igo r~us .~  There is no equivalent of the 
Bodhisattva Aniksiptadhura who is the usual companion of the 
Bodhisattva Nityodyukta. For instance, in the Lotus Satra: when 

the assembly is named, the Bodhisattva Gandhahastin does not 
appear, but the Bodhisattvas Nityodyukta and Aniksiptadhura are 

named, in that order. The Chinese version of the Lotus SzZra, made 
by the same Dharma Master ~umaraj iva,~ translated those two 
Bodhisattvas' names respectively as Never Resting6 and Ever 
Vigorous. Furthermore, the Ming Dynasty Commentary to the 

Amifabha Satra, by Great Master Lian Chi,7 explained the 
transliteration of Gandhahastin in our text as meaning Never 

Resting, i.e. m i p t a d h u r a ,  making a pair with Ever Vigorous, i.e. 

Nityodyukta. The Ming Dynasty conflation, therefore, preserves a 
trace of the third Bodhisattva Aniksiptadhura of the Sankrit text. 

In Aniksiptadhura, 3 a- is a negative prefix meaning not, etc. 

Nibipta is made up of the prefix R- ni- down, the root f&$< &* 
toss, throw, and the suffix -fa of the perfect passive participle fh 
ksipta. Niksipta therefore means thrown down, abandoned, cast 
aside. A- negates that meaning, so anz'ks~pta means not thrown 
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down, etc.. That participle modifies dhura, the word for burden 

which is derived from the root y- dhp bear, hold, sustain. This 

Bodhisattva's name Aniksiptadhura, literally One Whose Burden 

Has Not Been Thrown Down, indicates that this Bodhisattva never 

rests, but is ever vigorous! 

Notes: 

1. Chinese has no equivalent here. 

2.Cf. VBS #382. 
3. Cf. VBS #384. 

4. Saddharmapundarika Siitra, Vaidya ed. 1.25. 

5. #'&%%$$ miao fa lian hua jing, with Commentary by Tripitaka 
Master Hua, translated by the Buddhist Text Translation Society, 
San Francisco, California. 

6. Tfj<,g, buxiuxj Mvy. 719 gives +gmg bu chijingjih, (with) 
Vigor Not Abandoned. Tibetan has brfson-pa migfori-ba. Brfson- 
pa means striving, mimeans not, and gtori-ba means abandon(ed). 

7. !!A A $ Hong K ong, 
1969; Taiwan reprint, 1973. 

8. Cf. Tripitaka Master Hua, A General Expanation of the Buddha 
Speaks ofAmifabha Siifra, Buddhist Text Translation Society, San 

Francisco (1974), p. 105. 

+ABY S15jpi Q & A with the Venerable Master 

Q: How can one avoid hunger? 

A: If your energy (chi) is full, you will not be hungry. If your energy is full, you can go for days without 
eating and it will not be any problem. Your voice will still be just as loud. Your voice will not become 
weak and soft as a result of not having eaten. When your true energy is generated, it flows continuously 

and without interruption like an electric current. 
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Q How can one avoid sleepiness? 

A : If your vital spirit is full, you will not feel sleepy. Why do you sleep so much? It's because your yin 
energy prevails. If your yang energy were dominant, you would not sleep so much. 
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